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Abstract 

In this paper, we principally introduce the concept of quasi-principally 
k-flat semimodules, on the basis of the theories of k-flat semimodules 
and quasi-principally modules, we get some good properties of quasi-
principally k-flat semimodules, therefore generalize some properties of 
quasi-principally modules of rings and k-flat semimodules of semiring 
to quasi-principally k-flat semimodules of semirings. 

1. Introduction 

Throughout R will denote a semiring with identity 1; unless otherwise 
stated, all semimodules M will be left R-semimodules with mm =⋅1  for all 

,Mm ∈  and all homomorphisms will be R-homomorphisms. 

In this paper, we will use the following facts (cf. [1, 3, 9-12]: 

(a) A semiring R is said to satisfy the left cancellation law, if and only         
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if for all ,,, Rcba ∈  .cbcaba =⇒+=+  A semimodule M is said to 

satisfy the left cancellation law, if and only if for all ,,, Rmmm ∈′′′  mm ′+  

.mmmm ′′=′⇒′′+=  

(b) We say that a nonempty subset N of a left semimodule M is 
subtractive if and only if Nmm ∈′+  and Nm ∈  imply that Nm ∈′  for 
all ;, Mmm ∈′  a semiring R is called completely subtractive if R is a 

completely subtractive semimodule; and a left R-semimodule M is called 
completely subtractive if and only if for every subsemimodule N of M, N is 
subtractive. 

(c) A semimodule M is said to be free R-semimodule if M has a basis 
over R. 

(d) A semimodule M is said to be semicogenerated by C when there is a 
homomorphism ∏→ϕ A CM:  such that .0ker =ϕ  A semimodule C is 

said to be semicogenerator when C semicogenerates every left R-semimodule 
M. 

(e) Let BA →α :  be a homomorphism of semimodules. Then we shall 
define the subsemimodule Im α of B as follows: 

( ) ( ){ },,somefor:Im AaaaabBb ∈′′α=α+∈=α  

α is said to be i-regular if ( ) ;Imα=α A  to be k-regular if for ,, Aaa ∈′  

( ) ( )aa ′α=α  implies kaka ′+′=+  for some ( );, α∈′ Kerkk  and to be 

semimonomorphism if ( ) ,0=αKer  to be an isomorphism if it is injective 

and surjective, and to be regular if it is both i-regular and k-regular. 

(f) An R-semimodule M is said to be k-regular if there exist a free 
R-semimodule F and a surjective R-homomorphism PF →α :  such that α 
is k-regular. 

(g) The sequence CBA
βα
→→  is called an exact sequence if ( )βKer  

( )α= Im  and is proper exact if ( ) ( ).BKer α=β  
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(h) A proper exact sequence of the form 00 →→→→
βα

CBA  is said 

to be left k-regular right regular if α is k-regular, β is right regular. 

(i) For any two R-semimodules N, M, 

( ) { α|→α= MNMNHomR ::,  is an R-homomorphism of }ssemimodule  

is a semigroup under addition. If N, M and U are R-semimodules and M:α  
N→  is homomorphism, then ( ) ( ) ( )UMHomUNHomIHom RRU ,,:, →α  

is given by ( ) ,, γα=γα UIHom  where UI  is the identity on U. 

(j) Let A be semimodule, given a symmetric subsemimodule R of ,AA×  

we often denote ( )ba,  in R by ,, ba  we define a relation ( )Rρ  on A as 

follows: 

( ) yRxρ  if and only if there exists Rba ∈,  such that .byax +=+  

(k) If A is a right R-semimodule, B is a left R-semimodule, let N be the 
semiring of non-negative integers, N be a commutative semiring with ,01 ≠  
and T be an N-semimodule, then a function TBA →×θ :  is R-balanced if 
and only if for all ,, Aaa ∈′  for all ,, Bbb ∈′  and for all ,Rr ∈  we have 

(1) ( ) ( ) ( ),,,, bababaa ′θ+θ=′+θ  

(2) ( ) ( ) ( ),,,, bababba ′θ+θ=′+θ  

(3) ( ) ( ).,, rbabar θ=θ  

For a and a′  in A, b and b′  in B, and r in R, and where [ ]ba,α  is the 

function from BA ×  to B which sends ( )ba,  to 1 and sends every other 

element of BA ×  to 0. Let [ ]BAN ×  be the free semimodule generated by 

the set ,BA ×  whose element is written as ( )., iii banΣ=α  We denote by 

[ ] [ ]BANBAN ×××  the product of semimodules, whose element is written 

as ,, βα  for some [ ]BAN ×∈βα,  and whose addition is given by ( )βα,  

( ) ( ).,, β′+βα′+α=β′α′+  Define M as the subset of the semimodule 
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[ ] [ ]BANBAN ×××  which consists of all elements of the following forms: 

(1) ( ) ( ) ( ) ,,,,, bababaa ′+′+  (2) ( ) ( ) ( ) ,,,,, baababa ′+′+  

(3) ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ,,,,, bbababa ′+′+  (4) ( ) ( ) ( ) ,,,,, bababba ′+′+  

(5) ( ) ( ) ,,,, baba λλ  (6) ( ) ( ) ,,,, baba λλ  

where ,, Aaa ∈′  Bbb ∈′,  and .R∈λ  

Let [ ]MN  be the subsemimodule of [ ] [ ]BANBAN ×××  generated                       

by M, and ( )( )MNρ  be a congruence on ( )BAN ×  by [10]. The set 

( ) ( )( )MNBAN ρ×  is a semimodule in 2.3 of [10] and define BA R⊗  

( ) ( )( ).MNBAN ρ×=  The semimodule BA R⊗  is called the tensor 

product of A and B over R. 

(l) A left R-semimodule P is said to be projective semimodule if and  
only if for each surjective R-homomorphism ,: NM →ϕ  the induced 

homomorphism ( ) ( )NPHomMPHom RR ,,: →ϕ  is surjective. Similarly, 

M is a pseudo projective semimodule if and only if for each surjective R-
homomorphism ,: NM →α  the induced homomorphism ( )MMHom ,:α  

( )NMHom ,→  is surjective. Especially, if f is k-regular, then M is called 

pseudo k-projective semimodules. 

(m) A semimodule RV  is flat relative to a semimodule MR  (or that V is 

M-flat) if and only if for every subsemimodule ,MK ≤  the sequence →0  

MVKV R
iI

R
kRY ⊗⎯⎯⎯⎯ →⎯⊗ ⊗  is proper exact ( ( ) ),0i.e., =⊗ kRV iIKer  

where ( ) ( ).kivkviI kkRV ⊗=⊗⊗  A semimodule ,RV  that is, flat relative 

to every left R-semimodule is called a flat right R-semimodule. 

(n) A semimodule RV  is k-flat relative to a semimodule MR  (or that          

V is Mk-flat) if and only if for every subsemimodule ,MK ≤  the sequence 

MVKV R
iI

R
kRY ⊗⎯⎯⎯⎯ →⎯⊗→ ⊗0  is proper exact and kRV iI ⊗  is 

k-regular (i.e., kRV iI ⊗  is injective). A semimodule ,RV  that is, k-flat relative 
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to every left R-semimodule is called a k-flat right R-semimodule. Thus, if RV  

is k-flat relative to ,MR  then RV  is flat relative to .MR  

2. Pseudo k-flat Semimodules 

In this section, we discuss the structure of pseudo k-flat semimodules. 

Definition 2.1. A semimodule RV  is pseudo k-flat relative to a 

semimodule MR  (or that V is pseudo Mk-flat) if and only if for every 

semimodule ,MM =  the sequence MVMV R
iI

R
MRY ⊗⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯ →⎯⊗→ ⊗0  

is proper exact (i.e., kRV iI ⊗  is injective). A semimodule ,RV  that is, 

pseudo k-flat relative to every left R-semimodule is called a pseudo k-flat 
right R-semimodule. 

Our next result shows that the class of pseudo k-flat semimodules is 
closed under direct sums. 

Proposition 2.2. Let ( ) AV ∈αα  be an indexed set of right R-semimodule. 

Then α⊕ VA  is pseudo k-flat if and only if each αV  is pseudo k-flat. 

Proof. Let M be a left R-semimodule. Consider the following 
commutative diagram: 

   (2.1) 

where ( ) MVMV ⊗→⊗⊕π ααα :  and ( )MVMVi ⊗⊕→⊗ ααα :  are 

defined, respectively, by ( ) ααααα ⊗→⊗π mvmv:  and →⊗ ααα mvi :  

( ),αα ⊗ mv  where 0=⊗ ii mv  if α≠i  and αα ⊗=⊗ mvmv ii  if ;α=i  

ϕ and ϕ′  are the isomorphisms of [9, Proposition 5.4] given by ( )[ ]mv ⊗ϕ α  
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( )mv ⊗= α  and ( ) ( )( ).mivmv ⊗=⊗ϕ′ αα  Now suppose that α⊕ V  is 

pseudo k-flat. If 

( ) [ ( )( ) ( )( )],0 mviImviImviI mVmVmV ′⊗′⊗=⊗⊗=⊗⊗ ααα ααα
 

then by the above diagram, we have 

( ) ( ) [( ) ( ) ( ) ( )].0 mivmivmiv M ′⊗′=⊗=⊗ ααα  

Since α⊕ V  is pseudo k-flat, ( ) ( ) ( )[ ].0 kvkvmv ′⊗′=⊗=⊗ ααα  Again, by 

(2.1), ( ) ( ) 0=⊗α miv M  whence 

( ) ( )[ ].whence,0 kvkvkvkvmv ′⊗′=⊗′⊗′=⊗=⊗ ααααα  

Therefore, αV  is pseudo k-flat. 

Conversely, suppose that αV  is pseudo k-flat for each .A∈α  If 

( )( )mviI MV ⊗⊗ α⊕ α
 

[ ( )( ) ( )( )],0 mviImviI MVMV ′⊗′⊗=⊗⊗= α⊕α⊕ αα
 

then by the above diagram, we have ( ) ( ) ( )[ ]mivmivmiv ′⊗′=⊗=⊗ ααα 0  

for each .A∈α  Since αV  is pseudo k-flat, [ ]mvmvmv ′⊗′=⊗=⊗ ααα 0  for 

each α. Therefore, ( ) ( ) ( )[ ].0 mvmvmv ′⊗′=⊗=⊗ ααα  Again, by (2.1), 

( ) ( ) ( )[ ].0 mvmvmv ′⊗′=⊗=⊗ ααα  Thus, α⊕ V  is pseudo k-flat. 

Proposition 2.3. Let M be a left R-semimodule. Then a right 
R-semimodule V is pseudo k-flat if and only if the functor ( )−⊗RV  

preserves the exactness of all left k-regular right regular short exact 
sequences with middle term M: 

 .00 →→→→
βα

NMM RRR  (2.2) 

Proof. “If” part. Let 00 →→→→
βα

NMM RRR  be a left k-regular 

right regular exact sequence. Since RV  is MR -pseudo k-flat, using [9, 
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Theorem 5.5(2)], the sequence 

00 →⊗⎯⎯⎯ →⎯⊗⎯⎯⎯⎯ →⎯⊗→ β⊗α⊗ NVMVMV R
I

R
I

R
YY  (2.3) 

is exact. 

“Only if” part. Let .MM RR =  Consider the following exact sequence: 

 ( ) ( ) .00 →⎯⎯⎯⎯ →⎯→→ π MiMMM K
Mii

K
K

 (2.4) 

By hypothesis, MVMV R
I

R
Y ⊗⎯⎯⎯⎯ →⎯⊗→ α⊗0  is an exact sequence. 

Thus, RV  is MR -pseudo k-flat. 

Our next result gives a necessary and sufficient condition for a projective 
semimodule to be pseudo k-flat relative to a cancellable semimodule M. 

Proposition 2.4. Let RV  be pseudo projective and MR  cancellable. 

Then V is pseudo k-flat if and only if the functor ( )−⊗ RV  preserves the 

exactness of all left k-regular right regular short exact sequences 

 .00 →→→→
βα

NMM RRR  (2.5) 

Proof. “If” part. Let 00 →→→→
βα

NMM RRR  be a left k-regular 

right regular exact sequence. Since RV  is MR -pseudo k-flat, RV  is MR -

flat. By using Proposition 2.3, the sequence 

00 →⊗⎯⎯⎯ →⎯⊗⎯⎯⎯⎯ →⎯⊗→ β⊗α⊗ NVMVMV R
I

R
I

R
YY  (2.6) 

is exact. 

“Only if” part. Let .MM RR =  Consider the following exact sequence: 

 ( ) ( ) .00 →⎯⎯⎯⎯ →⎯→→ π MiMMM K
Mii

K
K

 (2.7) 

Since V is pseudo projective and MR  cancellable, by using [10, 

Proposition 1.16], kV iI ⊗  is k-regular. By hypothesis, MV R⊗→0  

MV R
IY ⊗⎯⎯⎯⎯ →⎯ α⊗  is an exact sequence. Thus, V is MR  pseudo k-flat. 
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3. Flat via Injectivity 

We will discuss the relation between the injectivity and flatness. By 

( ) ,∗⋅  we mean the functor ( ),, CHomR −  where C is a fixed injective 

semicogenerator cancellative N-semimodule. 

Remark 3.1 [3]. If U is a right R-semimodule, then ∗U  is a left 
R-semimodule. 

We state and prove the following lemma, analogous to the one on 
modules which is needed in the proof of Proposition 3.3. 

Lemma 3.2 [3]. Let R be a semiring, M and M ′  be left R-semimodules, 
and U be a right R-semimodule. Let T be a cancellative N-semimodule. If 

MM →′α :  is an R-homomorphism, then there exist N-isomorphisms ϕ 
and ϕ′  such that the following diagram commutes: 

   (3.1) 
Proposition 3.3. Let M be a left R-semimodule. 

(1) If the right R-semimodule V is pseudo k-flat, then ∗V  is M-injective. 

(2) If ∗V  is M-injective, then V is pseudo k-flat. 

Proof. (1) Let K be a subsemimodule of M. Since V is pseudo k-flat, the 

sequence MVKV KY iI ⊗⎯⎯⎯⎯ →⎯⊗→ ⊗0  is proper exact, and KV iI ⊗  is 

k-regular. By Lemma 3.2, we have the following commutative diagram: 

  (3.2) 

where ϕ and ϕ′  are N-isomorphisms. It follows that the top row is proper 
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exact if and only if the bottom row is proper exact, whence by [8, Proposition 
3.1], ∗V  is injective. 

(2) If ∗V  is injective, then 

 ( )
( )

( ) 0,,
,

→⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯ →⎯ ∗∗ ∗ VKHomVMHom R
IiHom

R
VKR  (3.3) 

is proper exact. Again by the above diagram, 

 ( ) ( ) ( ) 0, →⊗⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯ →⎯⊗ ∗⊗∗ KVMV CKVR IiIHom  (3.4) 

is proper exact. Hence, the sequence is exact. Since C is a semicogenerator, 
by [11, Proposition 4.1], the sequence MVKV ⊗→⊗→0  is exact. 
Hence, V is pseudo k-flat. 

4. Cancellable Semimodules 

In this section, we deal with cancellable semimodules, we characterize 
pseudo k-flat semimodules by means of left ideals. 

Proposition 4.1. The following statements about a cancellable right 
R-semimodule V are equivalent: 

(1) V is pseudo k-flat; 

(2) For each (finitely generated) left ideal ,RI R≤  the surjective           

N-homomorphism VIIV R →⊗ϕ :  with ( ) vaav =⊗ϕ  is a k-regular 

semimonomorphism. 

Proof. (1) ⇒ (2) Since V is cancellable, by using [1, Proposition 14.16], 
.VRV R ≅⊗  Consider the following commutative diagram: 

   (4.1) 

where θ is the isomorphism of [1, Proposition 14.16]. Since VIVI →ψ :  
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given by ( ) viiv =ψ ,  is an R-balanced function, by using [1, Proposition 

14.14], there is an exact unique N-homomorphism VIIV →⊗ϕ :  satisfying 

the condition ( ) ( )., iviv ψ=⊗ϕ  Since V is pseudo k-flat relative to ,RR  

IRV iI ⊗  is injective. If ( ) ( ),iiii avav ′⊗′Σϕ=⊗Σϕ  then 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ).iiIRViiIRV aviIaviI ′⊗′Σ⊗θ=⊗Σ⊗θ  

Since θ and IRV iI ⊗  are injective, ( ) ( ).iiii avav ′⊗′Σ=⊗Σ  

(2) ⇒ (1) Again consider the above diagram. Let I be any left ideal        
of R and let ( ) ( ),iiIRViiIRV aviIaviI ′⊗′Σ⊗=⊗Σ⊗  where ( ) =⊗Σ ii av  

( ) .IVav Rii ⊗∈′⊗′Σ  Let ,1 iRaK Σ=  iaRK ′Σ=2  and .21 KKK +=  Now 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ),iiIRViiIRV aviIaviI ′⊗′Σ⊗θ=⊗Σ⊗θ  

whence ( ) ( ) .IVavav Riiii ⊗∈′⊗′Σ=⊗Σ  

Now consider the following commutative diagram, where IKiK →:  
is the inclusion map: 

  (4.2) 

By hypothesis, kϕ  is monic. Thus, iiiiii avav ′⊗′Σ=⊗Σ  as an element 

of .KV ⊗  Hence, ( ) ( ) IVaviIaviI iiIRViiIRV ⊗∈′⊗′Σ⊗=⊗Σ⊗  and 

iiiiii avav ′⊗′Σ=⊗Σ  as an element of .IV ⊗  Therefore, IRV iI ⊗  is 

monic. Hence, V is pseudo k-flat relative to .RR  

Proposition 4.2. Let M be a cancellable left R-semimodule. Then RR  is 
pseudo k-flat. 

Proof. Let MKiK →:  be the inclusion homomorphism. By [1, 

Proposition 14.16], KKR R ≅⊗  and .MMR R ≅⊗  Consider the following 
commutative diagram: 
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  (4.3) 

Since Ki  is injective, KRiI ⊗  is injective. 

Corollary 4.3. Let M be a cancellable left R-semimodule. Then every 
free R-semimodule is pseudo k-flat. 

Proof. The proof is immediate from Propositions 2.3 and 4.2. 

In module theory, every projective module is flat. Now we see that this is 
true for certain special semimodules. 

Proposition 4.4. Let M be a cancellable left R-semimodule, where R is a 
cancellative completely subtractive semiring. Then every k-regular projective 
R-semimodule P is pseudo k-flat. 

Proof. By using [12, Proposition 19], P is isomorphic to a direct 
summand of a free semimodule F. By Corollary 4.3, F is pseudo k-flat. 
Hence, by using Proposition 2.3, P is pseudo k-flat. 

Corollary 4.5. Let M be a k-regular left R-semimodule and R be a 
cancellative completely subtractive semiring. Then every k-regular projective 
R-semimodule P is pseudo k-flat. 

Proof. We only need to show that M is cancellable. Since M is k-regular, 
there exists a free R-semimodule F such that MF →ϕ :  is surjective. Let 

,21 mmmm +=+  where .,, 21 Mmmm ∈  Since ϕ is surjective, ( ) +ϕ 1a  

( ) ( ) ( ),2 aaa ϕ+ϕ=ϕ  where ( ) ,11 ma =ϕ  ( ) ma =ϕ  and ( ) .22 ma =ϕ  Since 

ϕ is k-regular, ,2211 kaakaa ++=++  where ., 21 ϕ∈ Kerkk  Since F is 

cancellable, .2211 kaka +=+  Hence ( ) ( ).21 aa ϕ=ϕ  

Proposition 4.6. Let M be a cancellable left R-semimodule. If V is a free 
R-semimodule, then the following assertions hold: 

(a) V is pseudo k-flat; 

(b) ∗V  is M-injective. 
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Proof. By using Corollary 4.3, V is pseudo k-flat. 

(a) ⇒ (b) The proof is immediate from Proposition 3.3. 
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